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Questetra: Cloud Workflow New Version Enhances Monitoring
- Provides the Progress Indicator for Every Employee of Their Own Kyoto, Japan -- November 13, 2012 -- SaaS vendor company Questetra, Inc. has published the new version
9.2 of the cloud-based Workflow product "Questetra BPM Suite SaaS Edition" on Nov. 13th, 2012. In the
new version, it's available to easily check, the progress of the projects that a User has personally involved,
on the work flow diagram. By clicking the business process, it is also possible to display a list of projects
that are stuck.
In the "Quote Approval Workflow", for example, if a salesperson has been submitted for approval on
multiple Quotes, the salesperson will be able to check what stage the approval is, easily on the work flow
diagram.
Screenshots: http://www.questetra.com/info/workflow-monitoring-20121113/

Questetra BPM Suite
Questetra BPM Suite SaaS Edition, the cloud based Workflow system, is a service to design a flow of your
Business on the Internet. It makes handling business data smoothly in various works such as Decision
makings, Expense applications, Complaints support. Also, it helps continuous business improvement by
visualizing 'who did what' and 'time spent to process'.

Because it can be designed without programming even complicated conditional split or collaboration
between Workflows, not limited to mere approval flow, it can be applied to various other business processes
such as Customer Services, Marketing and Product Development. In addition, we are publishing more than
400 business templates which conforming to international standard notation (BPMN 2.0) for Free.
(Workflow Samples: http://en.workflow-sample.net/ )

New Features of Ver. 9.3
Process Breakdown Chart by one click - enhanced
The jobs done by a User oneself will be able to be visualized in a Processes breakdown pie chart. Because
the data list is narrowed down in the "click in the chart area", you will be able to easily see the project you
have recently worked with.

Monthly Operation Chart by one click - enhanced
The jobs done by a User oneself will be able to be visualized in a Monthly Task Operation bar chart.
Because the data list is narrowed down in the "click in the chart area", you will be able to easily see the
project you have done in certain month.

Notification function to the Social Enterprise - enhanced
In the standard equipped social enterprise feature, a new original mascot character will inform the Task
allocation. When the deadline is approaching or has been exceeded, it would tweet to you more gently.
Watch out, sometimes it would turn into angry face.

Free Trial
Questetra is always issuing Free accounts on-line. There is neither functional limitation nor Usage expiration.
Though, service will be automatically shutdown if not login for 15 days. And the number of users to be
register is limited at 5 people. http://www.questetra.com/trial/
Questetra, Inc.
"Enjoy your Routine!" We are start-up company in Kyoto Japan, have been continuing to create Business
Software, and working hard to organize the world's Business Processes.

